Weaving Tips
and Tricks

1. Design and Inspiration
From Sunny:
“I find a lot of inspiration for
color in nature, especially color
combinations. I have several
projects in mind with Autumn
colors right now. Many times, I
find it's not even a conscious
thing.... I later wonder where
something comes from, take a
step back and see the
inspiration. I really like it when
one project inspires the next
and the next.”
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2. Design and Warp Calculations
From Leslie
Color theory tells us that value
differences help one’s design to
pop.
To assess value, I photograph yarn
options, sometimes right on my
warp, and then convert the photo
to black and white.

3. Measuring your warp
From Maureen Wilson
I like to use excel spreadsheets for
calculations, winding and
threading charts.
I use Fiberworks for some
drawdowns to check colors and
have just recently (after last
month's meeting) started using
Handweaving.net for checking or
changing drawdowns.

3. Measuring your warp
From Sam…

Using a warping mill/reel is much easier [at least for me] than a
warping board. I probably use the mill/reel 98% of the time.

From Ravelry…
If you use a warping board (or warping frame), take the time to position it so
that your arm largely moves sideways and so that your back is supported.
Warping boards are much less expensive, and if they are clamped or
mounted somewhere where the weaver can sit or stand, your back will
thank you.
(from Leslie) - I have clamped my warping board to the supports adjacent to
my back beam, and for me, the height was perfect.

3. Measuring your warp
From Sam…

Using a warping mill/reel is much easier [at least for me] than a
warping board. I probably use the mill/reel 98% of the time.

Position the mill or
yourself so you don’t
strain your back!

3. Measuring your warp
From Sam…
I use iWeaveit software for tracking threading
and treadling.

I also use an abacus for
simple counting

3. Measuring your warp
I would love a tip/trick for holding one yarn under tension at a warping board while I wind
several threads of another yarn onto the warping board. From Sarah Marsden
From Leslie, original suggestion
posted on Ravelry
Springs, and especially ones for
beading, can hold threads and
also be secured to a warping
board or mill.
I tested this idea with some
antique springs, and then tried
soft flex bead stoppers from
Amazon. I was able to secure
them on my mill under one of
the bolts that holds it together.

4. Dressing the loom
Julie Guiney
 At PCH we helped each other wind, one person holding the warp while the other wound
• Ann Eddington Adams taught me to wrap the warp around the front beam, loosening it as needed
• I still had uneven lengths and wasn’t sure how tight to wrap it or how it had been wound of the board or
both?
• Started experimenting with weights
• a pair of wrist/ankle weights (lead weights sew into Lyca fabric that Velcro
• Still uneven lengths
• Tom Knisely workshop in Sept., he taught us to how to wind on by ourselves not doing any of the above
techniques.
• We threaded front to back and tied on
• used big rolls of corrugated cardboard
• he would wind about 1 yard at a time, just having the warp hang off the front beam
• Then he grabbed the warp in two hands, put a foot on the front fabric beam and pulled the slack out
• Wind another yard and then pull it tight, repeat till done
• It went fast and no problems!!

4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
One method I use for getting
tight and uniform tension is a
warping trapeze.
These are easily built - they
require a saw and a drill, and I
am willing to loan mine to
anyone who wishes to try it.
Two long boards, angled at one
end, and with a hole for a rod at
the other.
Continued on next slide

End on the ground

End at the top

4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
I use heavy clamps to secure the two uprights and
then I climb my step ladder to insert the closet rod.
I weight multiple even-sized bouts (six for this warp
of 1080 ends).
I use light weights at first to position each bout and
spread the warp at the rod.
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4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
I use heavy clamps to secure the two uprights and
then I climb my step ladder to insert the closet rod.
I weight multiple even-sized bouts (six for this warp
of 1080 ends).
I use light weights at first to position each bout and
spread the warp at the rod.
And finally, I add ~ 2lb weights to each bout.
This works well on my big heavy Ulla Cyrus looms,
but the wolf looms struggle with this much weight.

4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
A second method I use for getting tight and
uniform tension is a DIY tensioning system.
I use four ¾ inch diameter oak dowels (home
depot), they should be at least 2+ inches longer
than your warp width.
Pretend they are weft, and use similar sized groups
of warp in a plain weave pattern.
Once the warp is distributed on the dowels, find
strong string that you can tie to tighten them (I use
tex$olv and an arrow peg).
Continued on next slide

4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
Tighten!
Next step is to bring the dowels close to each
other. Then tighter you can make them, the more
evenly they will tension your warp.
Continued on next slide

4. Dressing the loom
From Leslie
Tighten!
Next step is to bring the dowels close to each
other. Then tighter you can make them, the more
evenly they will tension your warp.
Next, I stretch the warp out over my weaving
bench, apply weights, and crank the back beam.
Note - I developed this second method when I felt dizzy on my step
ladder using the trapeze. I think this is a safer method, but I still
use my trapeze if my projects are wider than 34 inches.

4. Dressing the loom
From Mimi

Harrisville tension rods
•I wind 1-2 extra crosses
•Use tension rods instead of lease sticks
•Leave in place until I finish threading
heddles

4. Dressing the loom
From Sunny Cate
One tip I learned from Deanna Baugh is when
warping for a painted warp, warp extra ends.
Roll them on the beam alongside your warp
and let them hang from the back.
That way, if you have a broken thread, you
have a warp end to replace it with and it's at
the same place as the rest of the warp.

4. Dressing the loom
From Maureen Wilson
I weight bouts of warp for beaming on,
warping back to front. I have several 2 lb
hand weights, so the weights are the same. I
tend to wind on 4-5 bouts for cotton
hand/dish towels and try to keep them as
even as possible.
The weights are shaped like a square donut
(for lack of a better example) with a rubbery
texture that grabs the cotton yarn well. I loop
the warp bout through it and it works for
me. I'll bring a couple with a warp bout to
demonstrate at the meeting.

4. Dressing the loom
Tips for sleying the (dragon) reed
From Julie Guiney - sleying for easy floating selvedgs
Leaving two dents empty between the last warp thread and the floating
selvedge. It makes it easier to go over and under the FS on each pick.

From Teri Mauch- tip for ease of accurate sleying
I painted texsolve heddles different colors with fabric paint to make threading
easier (and probably more accurate).

4. Dressing the loom
From Teri Mauch
I got a rolling pedicure stool to
help with threading the loom. It
puts the heddles at eye level.

4. Dressing the loom
From Judie Eatough
Magic Sizing
I use this spray when warping – sticky warps.
I have not needed to clean looms after using (it doesn’t make or
leave a mess).
Start using while wet and keep using after it dries (no waiting).
I do put a towel on the floor to keep me from slipping. And it has
not caused a problem with any of the asthma sufferers in the
family; win -win for me.
I also use it when weaving if the warp is not opening nicely.

4. Dressing the loom
From Teri Mauch
I added numbered
beads to my tie-up
tex$olve cords to
make it easier to tie
up treadles correctly.

4. Dressing the loom
From Teri Mauch
I painted texsolve
heddles different
colors with fabric
paint to make
threading easier.

(from Leslie, a little color coding to
indicate the shaft for each heddle
would certainly improve threading
accuracy for my current project!)

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Judie Eatough:
Some linen wefts are ‘wirey’
when weaving. I wind these
on a plastic bobbin and stick
the bobbin in a glass of water
for a quick soak. If I don’t
finish the bobbin before
stopping for overnight, I put
the bobbin in the freezer. This
keeps it from mildew.
This is actually the only thing I
have needed to do when
weaving most of my linen
projects. So I have had very
good luck with weaving linens.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Sam…
If you need a repair heddle, it is much
easier to use ladder/trellis yarn than tying
a string heddle
in the correct
position.

(from Leslie: to attach either the ladder
yarn or to use a texolv heddle as a repair
heddle, a safety pin can often be used
(e.g. for Wolf looms).

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Susan…
I use tarp clips and weights to spread my warp.
With this loom, I needed to add supports on
the side in order to use the clips and weights

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Susan…
On this loom, I was able to attach the
tarp clip and weight system
to the loom directly,
using eye screws.
This system works
well with a variety
of looms.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Sam…
Here is
another vote
for the
usefulness of
the clampbased temple.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Julie Guiney…
When I took the Robyn Spady workshop last year, I was having
trouble getting my beat as tight I wanted.
I asked if Robyn if she would take a
look and watch me.
She said part of it was the construction
of the loom but the main takeaway
was that she said the sweet spot for
getting the weft tight was when the
reed is at 90-degrees to the weft .

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Julie Guiney…
A tip from Tom Knisely:
When fixing a broken warp or
adding an extra warp, wind the (any
length) single warp thread around
an empty thread cone, then slip
another cone over the top of it to
hold it in place. Makes it really easy
to unwind as needed by just lifting
off the top cone.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Leslie
Do you ever find threading errors? I do, lots
of them.
If I have a crossed thread, or a thread that
missed the heddle eye, here is my inelegant
solution (but it is fast, and it works!).
My secret weapon is my glue gun.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Leslie
I start with a crochet hook to isolate the
offending thread and get it into its correct
position.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Leslie
I then grab the
thread with
forceps, move it
to the header,
and glue it
down in the
area that will
later be cut off.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Maureen Wilson
*Keeping track of a long
treadling repeat, or even a
short one is a challenge, I
use sticky notes at the
loom, and try not to leave
the weaving until the end
of a repeat.

5. Weaving - fixing errors, treadling, throwing the shuttle, etc.
From Teri Mauch
I use binder clips to
keep unused heddles
out of the way when
weaving.

6. Removing your cloth from the loom
From Sarah Marsden
I use masking tape (to secure the threads) as I'm about to cut a piece of fabric off the
loom.
Usually (I apply it) against the fell to keep the last warps in place as I head for my serger,
and to keep the remaining warp from slipping back thru my reed until I can get knots
tied.
After sticking the tape to the warp, I cut along the center of the tape lengthwise
(creating a two narrow bits of tape) and it serves both purposes.
If I want a fringe, I measure on a taught warp, and put my tape several inches beyond
the fell.

6. Removing your cloth from the loom
From Catherine Marchant
Here is how to cut something off and not have to retie everything to begin weaving on
the same warp.

7. Finishing
From Maureen Wilson
I have tried Sharon Alderman's
recipe for soaking cotton towels in
steaming hot water and a drop of
dish soap overnight to avoid
tracking, with mixed results.

6. Finishing
From Maureen Wilson

From Teri Mauch

For hemming, I usually stay stitch,
cut apart, hem and then wet finish.
I like to use the samples to
make small gifts.
Wallets, purses,
sewing/knitting kits, etc.
They also make nice
inset panels, collars, cuffs,
or pockets on jackets. I used a long scarf width
length of handwoven as the center panels (front
and back) in a Princess seamed dress.

Sewing with Handwovens
First Stop: Daryl Lancater The Weaver Sews

My Jacket: Key learnings

Questions that still need answers!
From Maureen Wilson
I have an AVL warping wheel I'm still getting used to it, but I have tension problems
with winding from the wheel onto the warp beam.
I would love a tip on getting the warp wound on the sectional back beam up and over
the back beam to the heddles for threading.

